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Tolerance and non-dogmatic critical thinking c::haractCrizC8
the philosophy ofP.rasmus, after whom the Erasmus Prize was
narr.lcd. The ahn the Prnemium Eras.m..ianum Foundation is
to enhance the position of the humanities, the social sciences
and the arts. One way to achieve this aim is to award an mmual
prize to a person who has made an exceptionally important
contribution to one of these areas.

of

In 2012 the theme of the prize was described as the culmral
significance of the life sciences. Science and technology are
products ofhwnan culture, and in rum they exercise an
enormous influence on our lives and our culture. Ihsights
derived from evolutionary biology determine our thinking
oflife Bnd society, social media change the way in which we
communicate~ achievements in medical research prompt us to
pose fundamental erhicaland philosopbical questions about
consciousness and:free win.
During his entire career" Daniel Dennett, recipieut of the
Erasmus Prize 2012, has worked on such fundamentol questions
as: where do we come from and what makes us human.
Questions that touch on the essence ofhwnanity. 1n this essay,
Dennen brings an exciting new perspective to the debate on the
question whether a free will exists, by delving into the famous
discussion between Erasmus and Luther on free will some 500
years a.go. This is the tenth volwne in. the series of Praemium
Erasmianum Essays. Vl e are grateful to the author for writing
the essay for this occasion.

Martijn Sande~
Chairman Praemium Erasmianum Foundation

Erasmus: Sometimes a Spin Doctor is Right
Almost five hundred yeatS ago) there WIl!> a mOlnentoU1i debate
hetween M.ru:tin Luther and De:,dderius Ers:)Illus on the topic
of free wilL. T;tlthei'~ I $20 Assertion was rebutted by TImsmu ~'~'>
l524 D-iatrilJe or Semwn Concerning Free Will, followed by
Luther's The Bondageoftht Will in 1$25. At the time,. it was a
center ofinrellectual attention in Europe, but when I was a.
srudent it was no longer
the required reading list, and,
I must admit) I never read it in the course of my own
researches on free will until recently, when I was invited to
consider writing an essay - this essay - on Erasmus. I am
particularly grateful for that invitation., s.ince it has opened
my eyes to some unsuspected parallels with a debate I am
currently engaging in, on the same topic and taking the same
side as Erasmus, but with very different premises. To my
surprise and delight, I have found that loolcing at the Luther I
Erasmus debate from half a millennium away has revised and
enriched my vision of my current struggles.

on

Luther, you may recall) argued vigorollslyThat human
beings do not have free will, could not have free will5 and
hence could not deserve salvation for any good works they
accomplished, since all their deeds were ultimately determined
by God's creation. We are just the tools of God, and should.
not be praised or rewarded for anything we do. Erasmus was
deeply troubled. by these claims, which he viewed as likely to
undennine hwnan striving altogether, so he artfully crafted
a defense of free will that steered delicately between the
varipus obstacles presenred by holy scripture, while taking
full advantage of other biblical passages that asserted or
implied (on Erasmus's interpretation) that we do have free
will. Holy scriprure was me sole authority - aside from reason
itself - to which both Luther and Erasmus appealed. (Science
was on its way" but still well below the horizon: Copernicus
was making astronomical observations and talking about
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bis idea ofheliocentrism, but it would be decades before he
published hls revolutionary tract on celestial revolutions.As Stephen Greenblatt shows in his luminous New Yorker
essay, the rediscovery in 1417 of the ancient but astonishingly
modem proto-scientific poem, 'On the Nature of Things'
by Lucretius, had resurrected Epicurean atomism" complete
VIoi.th the nmdom atomic swerve that pmportedly gave us free
will. These subversive ideas I'9.pidly gained familiarity in the
following centuries) but they were just as rapidly deplored
and suppressed by the church, and are not dignified with any
discussion in the debate between Erasmus and LutherJ who
both cert.a.inly knew them well.)
I

Today, some prominent neuroscientists and psychologists"
and a feW outspoken physicists and biologistsl declare that
free will is an illusion, much as Luther did, and I am among
those opposing them. Science is our sole authority - aside
from reason itself - and holy scripture is regarded as no
more relevant than Homer's OdysstiY to the questions under
consideration. Since both debates concern exactly the same
question - the reality offree will- the contrast in methods,
then and now, is shazp. Luther and Erasmus brandish their
chosen scriprural passages, but there is no question of either of
them arguing that any of these passages are simply mistaken;
this is the bible~ after all, so it all has to be deemed true. The
only escape is to find and defend a different reading of any
passages that make dffiiculties for one's view. The exegesis
of a collection of verses on a topic may strike us today as
an interesting ex.ercise, but it is hard to take it seriously as
a stand-alone search for the truth on lhat topic, compared,
for instance, with a meta-analysis of collections of empirical
studies on a topic, which can expose biases and other
shortcomings in that literature. Most of to day's arguments
for and aga.inst free will" invoking experiments that probe
people's brains in one way or another, or that analyze statistical
patterns in human behaviour, were simply unavailable to

Erasmus and Luther. Nevertheless, tactical and rhetorical
similarities between the two debates abound. For instance,
I see the scientiRts' arguments for the illusory nature of
free will as simplistic, philosophically naIve) and ultimately
unjustified by the science they cite, echoing Erasmus's c:h~:rge.s
about Luther~s crude misreadings of scripture. Both Erasmus
and I use simple thou ghE experimenn; - what I call intuition
pumps - to expose what we take to be conceptual problems in
the views we oppose.~ Some oCthe scientists see their supposed
discoveries as overrurning oppressive establishment ideas,
as Hberating mankind from the tyranny of superannuated
authority, much as Luther did. This leaves Erasmus and
me in the less thrilling role ofreformexs, defending a bland
compromise that preserves much of the tradition the
opposition seeks to overthrow. These similarities are telling,
and somewhat Wlcomfortable for meJ as I shall expla.in, but
they pale beside the deep conviction Erasmus and I share:
we both believe that the doctrine that free will is an illusion is
likely to have profoWldly unfortunate sodal consequences if
not rebutted forcefully.
Tbis raises a new challenge for me: Erasmus appears to have
been wrong to foresee calamity lurking in Luther's view.
ArenJt my similar misgivings likely to prove equally alarmist?
I don)t think so,) because our technological world permits us to
conceive of - and take seriously - possibilities that could Dot
have been soberly entenained by anyone in the Renaissance
world of Luther and Erasmus. Science has proven to be a more
com.man.ding authority than scripture ever could be!
A thought experiment will illustrate my concern and help us
see, in the end., bow our predicament differs from theirs. We
are at me dawn of neurosurgical and neurophannacological
treatmeut of debilitating psychological conditions. To give just
one striking illustration of what is in store fur us, deep brain
stimulation by implanted electrodes is proving effective in
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treating obsessive compulsive disorder (oeD), as demonstrated
in pioneering work by Damiaan Denys in Amsterdam) That is
science fact, but let's use it to introduce a little science ficrion:
One day a brilliant neurosurgeon said to a patient on whom
&he had just perfonned an implantation procedure in her
shiny high-tech operating theater:
'The device Pve implanted doesn't just control your
oeD; it controls your every decision, thanks to our
mastcr control system3 which maintains radio contact
with your microchip twenty-four hours a day. In other
words, I've disabled yoW: conscious will; your sense of
free will hencefonh will be an illusion. '
In fact she had done no such thlog; this was simply a lie she
decided to tell him to see what would happen. It worked;
the poor fellow went out into the world convinced that he
was not a responsible agent, but rather a mere puppet, and
his behHvior began to show it: he became irresponsible:!
a.ggressive) negligent, indulging his Vlorst whims until
he got caught and put on trial. Testifying in his own
defense, he passiona.tely protested his non-responsibility,
because of the implant in his brain: 'My neurosurgeon has
informed me that she controls my every thought now.'
The neurosurgeon, when called to testify., admitted she'd
said these things, 'but I was just messing with his bea.d - a
practical joke, that's all. I never thought he'd believe me!'
Here our fiction might take different turns. The judge might
dismiss the charges against the accused, or, disbelieving the
neurosurgeon's testimony, charge her with perjury, or declare
the issue of responsibility unresolvable by the law, but however
the court decided to mete out exoneration or mitigation,
I think we can agree that the neurosurgeon ruined her patient's
life with her ill-considered assertion, robbing bim of his

integrity and crippling his power to make decisions. In fact,
her false debriefing of her patient Elcrually accomplished nonl>urgically rnul':h of what she claimed to accomplish surgically:
she disabkd him as a moral agent. But if she was responsible
for this dire consequence, aren't the neuroscientists currently
filling the media with talk about how their science shom
that free will is an illusion at risk of mass producing the same
damage to all the people who take them a1 their word? Talk
about environmental impact! Neuroscientists, psychologists
and philosophers need to take seriously their moral obligs.tion
to think through the presuppositions and implications of their
public pronouncements on these portentous issues with the
same care that is demanded of people who hold forth on global
wanning or impending asteroid strikes. Quite independently
of the solidity or shakiness of the conclusions the scientists
have drawn, since we can anticipate that the public includes
many who \ViII misUnders t.a.nd their statements" the probable
effects ofthis misunderstanding should be calculated and
assessed. For just one example, the novelist and social critic
Tom Wolfe has responded to rheir pronouncements - and me
effect they are having on me general public - in an essay with
the title 'Sorry, but your soul just died. l~ This is what he finds:
jThe conclusion people out beyond the laboratory walls
are drawing is: The fix. is in! We're all hardwired! That, and:
Don ~ blame mel I'm wired wrongr

Wired wrong? What would it be) then, to be wired right - or
have scientists 'discovered> that nobody is) or could be, wired
right for moral responsibility?
I mink Erasmus would have loved this thought experiment,
since it 80 dramatically illustrates his own main concern;
'There are certain kinds of truth which, even though they
could be known, would nonetheless be unwisely offered for
indiscriminate consideration.' He elaborates:
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"What a loophole the publication of this opinion would
open to godlessness among innumerable people! In
particular: mankind is lazy, indolent, malicious, and, in
addition, incorrigibly prone to every impious outrage. How
many weak ones would continue in their perpetual and
laborious battle against their own flesh? What wicked fellow
would henceforth cry to better his conduct?'S
Erasmus does not flinch from the invited conclusion:
'Some things can be noxious, because like wine for the
fe",'erish, they are not fitting. Hence such matters might
be treated in discourses among the educated or also in
theological schools, although it is not expedient even there
I think unless done v.dth caution. Definitely it secms to me,
it is not only unsuitable.:! but truly pernicious to carry on
such disputations when everybody can listen.'
This remarkable passage calls for two observations. First,
isn't Emsmus caught in a pragmatic contradiction here,
publishi1'g an essay, a Diatribe no less) that divulges to all the
reconunendation that this dangerous disputation should
only be done souo voce behind closed doors? (As parents
know~ saying) in front of the children, 'Hush! Not in front
of the children!' is guaranteed to excite their cUIiosiry about
whatever it is they should be sheltered from.) At first glance
the answer seems to be No, because the Diartibewas published
in Latin, and literacy in Latin was restricted to 'the educated,'
the very elite who could be trusted - with caution - to keep
these maners sealed within the theological schools. But we
must remember that Erasmus and Luther were both famous,
and the general public - even the illiterate - took a lively
interest in their words, ifnot verbatim at least in parapmase.
So the pragmatic contradiction does not vanish, and in fact
Erasmus faced a nasty dilemma: should he iust ignore Luther
and hope that his pernicious ideas faded away> or mould he go

on the attack, recognizing that this would give both publicity
and a measure of prestige to his opponenffi view? In his
opening paragraph he expresses his ambwalencf.:.": r .t1thr.r'~
A.mmwn of 1520 had taken up me vexed question offree will
lin a rather heated manner' ~nd so, 'I t{lO, encouraged by
my friends, am going to try to see whether by the following
brief discussion, the truth might not become more visible.'
In our own day, me same quandary besets those of us who are
repeatedly challenged by the Intelligent Design ideologues to
defend the theory of evolution by natural selection jn public
debate. We mostiyrefuse, and encourage others to refuse as
well, since invariably the well-funded ID publicity machine
treats every such debate - no matter how soundly their
spokesperson is thrashed - as further evidence that their view
is, and deserves to be J taken seriously by scientistH. So far as I
can see., our problem today is more difficult than Erasmus's,
now that literacy is nearly universal and" thanb to mode~
media, the techniques of propaganda are almost guaranteed
to amplify every ill-chosen phrase, ripped out of context.
Scientific and philosophical disputes bclllnd closed doors are
next to impossible these days, so we had better be very careful
how we couch OUI claims. .

My second observation is iliat this openness today is acrually
a blessing, not a curse, no matter how inconvenient it can be
at times. For Erasmus's recommendation - and it was not just
his, of course - that theological schools should be an inner
sanctum for discussions that would be ~unsuita.ble~ for the
ears of the masses has been all too effectively followed over
the centuries, with the result that there is now 8 tradition of
systematic hypocrisy in all the churches of Christianity thllt
infects the relationship betWeen clergy and parishioners.) and
traps many clergy in 8 fabric of disingenuousness ond outright
lying that blights their lives.

If
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In the United States many well-intentioned young people
growing up in communities with a strong tradition of churchgoing - not just in the Bible Belt - decide that the best way
thcy can see of doing good in this world is to join the clergy.
When they get to seminary! they are often shocked to discover
a sophisticated world of biblical inteIpretation and theological
nuance that they were never toLd about in Sunday school, or
in the sermons of their pastors. Those who don't abruptly
change meir life plans and escape the clutches of the church
soon find themselves complicit in a conspiracy of double-talk
- one set of prevailing tacit assumptions inside the seminary
walls and another way ofpurting things for the benefit of the
churchgoers. They negotiate the right-rope walk between tact
at its most innocent and outright lying at itt. most dishonest
with varying degrees of grace and inner comfOrt.) sometimes
(onuring themselves with the knowledge"of their deep
dissemblin~ and sometimes managing to construct cocoons of
metaphor (and often a touch of self-deception) in which they
can escape from me contradictions in their life's work.

Linda LaScola and I have been systematically interviewing
closeted non-believing clergy for several years~ in
deepest confidence, and we' are learning a lot about how
various pastol's.) from the most liberal to the most literal
denominations, handle me mismatch between what their
congregations expect to hear from them and what they find "that
they themselves beHeve.6 The absence of a bright line anywhere
in the spectrum from diplomacy at one pole to rank hypocrisy
and mendacity at me other almost inevitably leads pastors into
troubled consciences. We who ere not pastors are forruna.te
in being able to minimize the occasions in life when we have
to make a hard. choice between politeness and honesty, and
anyone who is inclined to condemn out of hand a non-believing
preacher who stays in the pulpit should take a good hard lookJ
as we have done, at howmey got in their awful dilemmas.
These are good people trapped by their own goodness.

Although we cannot yet offer a reliable estimate of how
widespread this phenomenon is - some of the clergy we have
interviewed Sl1spect thAt a majority of th~ir colleagues share
their predicament, but they have no way of knowing - none of

th.; religious l~aders who have commented on our first study
claimed to be surprised, or expressed any sc~pticitml. about

our findings. An offuhoot of our study, The Clergy Project
(clergyproject.org) -' was established lest year to provide a
confidential online community for current and fonner clergy
who do not believe what their churches reqlrire them to
read from the liturgy or profess from the pulpit. It now has
hundreds ofmembers, and a queue of appJicants waiting to be
vetted. It ta.kes courage to get in that queue, and faith in the
.security of the website, so new candidates for membership are
carefully screened to ensure that no impostors gain admission. 7

The more I have learned about the illituIe of this secret
segregation of clerical understanding from lay understandin~
the more grateful I am that science hAs not yet succumbed
to a. similar policy) in spite of some recent exhortations
from eminent thinkers. Among the chorus of scientists and
philosophers who are now declaring that free will is an illusion,
several are unwittingly following Erasmus's lead} declaiming
in public that steps should be taken to keep this fact from
public attention, apparently not even noticing the almost
comical mismatch between their means and their ends. James
B. Miles!! has usefully rounded up an impressive cadre of these
'illusionists,' and among them are my good friends, Harvard.
psychologists Steven Pinker and Daniel Wegner, and MIT'S
Ma.rvin Minsky.
Interestingly, the most thoughtfully defended version of this
recommendation is by the philosopher Saul Smilansky,9 but he
has not been very successful in attracting other philosophers to
his cause:
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'Humaniry is fummately deceived on the free will issue~
and tills seems to be.a condition of civilized morality and
personal value . .. We have to face the fact that there are
basic beliefs that morally ought not to be abandoned,
although they might destroy each other, or are even partly
based on incoherent conceptions. At least for most people,
these beliefs are potentially in need of motivated mediation
and defense by illusion) ranging from wishful thinking to .
se1f--deception. '
The patemalism implicit in these proposals is breathtakingly
condescending: we cognoscenti can handle the tnlID) but 'most
people~ need to be lulled with a noble lie. Miles quotes John
Horgan, former chief writer at Scientific American, from an
essay on the high impact website, Edge.org: 'Science has made
it increasingly clear (to me at least) that free will is an illusion.
But - even more so than God - it is a gloriousl absolutely
necessary illusion.' But not absolutely necessary for Horgan,
apparently.
Erasmus escaped this trap. He never explicitly faces the
question of whether he would advocate dissembling in order
to preserve a life-enhancing illwicJn of free ,,>ill, because,
he argues, free will is no illusion. It is real, and he can
demonstrate this by his deft: interpretations of scripture.
That is) after all, the announced goal ofhls essay. But for
all his cleverness - maybe because of all bis clevemess - the
result appears to modem eyes (at least to mine) to be a prime
example of a 'spin doctor' at work. (The traffic on this five
hundred year old bridge goes both ways; once I was struck
by the anachronistic conviction that Erasmus was a founding
member of the Spin Doctor Guild, I found myself unable
to set aside that perspective on his pages.) Remember that
Luther and Erasmus agree that scripture is the only available
authority~ so what else can Erasmus do but ransack that
authority as best he can for usable tidbits in suppon of the

claim that he is obJiged to defend? The details are interesting,
blltmost of them are ingenious theological moves of vanishing
relevance to the issue today. My favorites are Eraslllus)S
rhetorical question:i} such as 'What is l:he purpol)e of all the
many cOlIlIIlandments, if it is impossible for anybody to keep
them?' p. 3S} and analogies:

eyou hear again and agam of preparing, choosing,
pr,eventing - meaningless words if the will of man were not
also free to do good, end .oot just evil. Otherwise it would
be like addressing a man whose hands are tied in such a
manner that he can reach with them only to the left, 'to
your right is excellent wine) to your left you have poison.
Take wb..atyou like." p. 33.

He explains away LU1:hers (mis-?)readings of scriptural
passages with equal verve) appealtng to his reader's common
sense;, but also divulging, in the end a bit too much about his
goal:
J

'Why, you ask~ is anything attributed to the freedom of the
vfill, then? It is in order to justify blaming the godless ones
who resist spitefully the grace of God; to prevent calumnies
attributing cruelty and injustice to God; to prevent despair
in US; to prevent a false sense of security; to stimulate our
efforts. FOI these reasons the freedom of the will is asserted
by al1.' p. 93.
Notice that these are reasons for asserting that the will is free~
but not reasons for believing it actually is :free! By exposing
so candidly the ulterior motives behind his campaign; he
undercuts it" but at the same time draws attention to a
problem that still faces us today: how can one honestly- and
credibly - mount a campaign to demonstrate lhat free win
is real when 'everybody knows~ thatifit is.c.'t, were in deep
trouble?
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If Erasmus looks like a spin doctor to me, I must look like a
spin doctor to those who are unconvinced by my carefully
marshalled analyses of the varieties of free will worth wanting.
I have attempted to show that nothing found 'So far in science
(the authority I share with the scientists who claim free will is
an illusion) casts any doubt on the imporram kind of free will,
the kind that underwrites moral responsibility. This puts me
firmly in the camp of the rompar:ib'l:lists, those who insist that
free will is perfectly compatible with determiniSD1- and also
vrith indeterminism! (I claim that free MIl is compatible with
modern physics and biology and psychology, and requires
no miraculous escape from physical causality, so quanrum
indeterminism is irrelevant.) Compatibilism has quite along
history) going back at least to David RUnie in the eighteenth
cenrury, and has probably been the dominant view among
philosophers even since Alfred J. Ayer's (rather too simple)
positivistic version IO in the middle of the last century.

Compatibilism, for all its popularity among philosophers,
has always provoked suspicion. Kant famously called it a
'wretched subterfuge,' and writers today often express doubts
about the sincerity of those of us who maintain it. This is
as it should be, actually, Science teaches us to be especially
on guard against wishful thinking, and many of the rules of
scientific investigation are specifically designed to prevent us
from being taken in by our hopes when we think we are being
convinced by the evidence. Imagine that some astronomers
announced that a giant asteroid was going to strike our planet
in ten years, obliterating all life3 and then ano.t her group of
astronomers claimed that their re-analysis of the data showed
that we could all breathe easily; the asteroid would miss the
Earth by a narrow margin. Good news, but how do we know
they aren 7 t deceiving themselves - or just deceiving us with
a benign lie? Check and recheck their calculations; mOWlt
an independent attempt at replication.; don't just gratefully
accept their conclusion because it doesn't contain any

obvious errors and appeals to you! But also never forget that
it is possible that they arc right. Dun't make the mistake of
disc:rt!diting - on 'generel principles' - something that seems
'tr}() gt}(ld t<J be true lIs coml?atibilism too good to be tnle.?
I wink nut; I think it is [TIle, and we can SOlUlilly and l'Olllh.ily
dismiss the alannists, at the same time reforming and revising

our understanding of just what it is that licenses our moral
responsibili ty.
But in any case, one might observe, for a.ll in; plausibility
at the time, Erasmus's fear that Luther's debunking of free
will would be socially calamitous appears to have been
deciaively allayed by history. Lutherans and other Protestants
who proclaim as a marterofreligious dogma that free will
is an illusion donlt seem to have been notably feckless or
unenterprising, do they? Max Weber, in The Protestant
Ethic and the Spirit of Capiwlism, famously argues thB t the
industriousness that made capitalism work was itself a direct
effe'ct of the theologies of Luther and Calvin. He makes a good
case for it. How could this be? How did the theologians avoid
the difficulties so vividly pornayed by Erasmus? The answer is
complicated, and way beyond my competence as a historical
scholar to evaluate, involving hosts of fine distinctions between
kinds ofl?redestination, grace, 'election/ and, of course,
original sin, but there is a short a.nswer that, I believe) covers
all the ingenious theology: they found ways of agreeing with
Luther that free will was indeed an illusion .- and then they
went right on believing in free will under other descriptions!
For instance, Calvinists - at least m..any of them - disagreed
with the Lutherans precisely on the issue offree will's being
in all its meanin~ an illusion; they were compatibilists. n
God c;ould not just foresee your every choice, but was also its
ultimate author; nevertheless you still had a kind offreedom of
choice~ 0 kind worth wanting, a kind that made sense of your
striving.
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This suggests that at least mllny of those today who, taking
science as their authoriry~ declare free will to be an illusion
mlght similarly be hedging their bets without being quite so ...
theological in their articulation of their views. Perhaps without
recognizing it, John Horgan, Steven Pinker) Daniel Wegner,
Marvin Minsky (and Paul Davies, Jerry Coyne, Paul Bloom,
Chris Frith~ and yes, Stephen Hawking and even Albert
Einstein) actually do believe in kind of free will that gets
them through the day without lapsing into despair. Perhaps
they are unwitting compatibilists after ail, and just don't accept
that what they believe in has just as much warrant to be called
free will as the variety they dismiss as illusory. Some others do
Dot belong in this camp) since they, like Luther, claim to have
rusproven the very idea that anybody deserves praise or blame
for their deeds: Wolf Singer, SamHa.rris, and Joshua Greene
and Jonathan Cohen, for instance, but on closer examination:!
they too turn out to have nuanced views. Il

a
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Let's return to my thought experiment about the nefarious
neurosurgeon and her hapless patient. It was designed to
shock the 'il1usi.onist~ scientists into reflecting on whether they
were at risk of inflicting serious h.a.rm onsociery. Perhaps it
was unfair; perhaps the similarities between their claims and
the neurosurgeon's unconscionable claims are superficial.
Let's look more closely. For one thing, the neurosurgeon was
deliberately lying, playing a terrible practical joke, and the
illusionists are trying to tell the mlth as they see it. That makes
a big difference, but not enough of a difference. If my thought
experiment had been about a deluded neurosurgeon who
honestly believed that she could control her patient~s decisions
by twiddling the dials on a panel in her lab, her assen:iom
would still have been deplorable) criminally negligent even,
in the absence of good evidence for her convictions. Our
illusionists should still worry, then, about the prospect
that they have been rash. in their declarations, jumping to
conclusions about what their science acrually shows~

especially in the light of the possible dire effects on anybody
who helieved them.
In fact they have been rash, bec;ause they have overlooked
or llndr.re~timated t.he importAnce of ~n clr.-mcnt 1~ the
neurosurgeon's tale chat has no counterpart in che scientific
gI'OWlding for their conviction: W'hat was shockingly harmful

about her assertion was not me bit about the fellow's sense of
free will being illu sory;l but her more specific claim that she
herself was in control of his decisions. That is why - if she had
been telling the -,truth - he really would not have been a morally
responsible agent: his agency would have been usurped by the
agency of another.
We are all rightly concerned to maintain our integrity as
choosern so thatwe can be responsible for the actions our
bodies engage in - so that we are not puppets, in other
words, acting under the control of another agent. Many
philosophers' thought experiments about free will depend on
invoking just such a puppeteer (or a nefarious neurosurgeon)
who has secretly wired someone up to do his or her bidding.
Presumably the moral of these scary tales is that even if there
is no actual puppeteer, the fact that our behavior is caused by
various features of our environments, as processed mrough
our perceptual systems and brains, shows that mere might as
well be a puppeteer. (I11e cover illustration of Sam Harris's
little book Free Wil,ll4 is a set of puppeteer control strings.)
But this invited conclusion is a clear non sequitur. W'hen che
'control' by the environment runs through your well-working
perceptual systems and your undeluded brain., it is norhlng
to dread; in fact, nothing is more des.irable than being caused
by the things and events around us to generate true beliefs
about them mat we can then use in modulating our behavior
to our advantage! Photons bouncing off airholes in the tidal
fiats into my eyes are apt to cause me to grab my dam rake and
basket and start digging. If this is a case of being controlled
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Bran Blobs. Moreover, in each case, there is an attempt to
influe.nce my choice by other :lgcnt.~ _ Rut while the first two
cases openly exploit my rationality, and give me rCHsons I can
endo.rse for making the pun;hase, the next two cases efiectively
bypa.ss my rationality. Case 3 might be seriously manipulative
directed agaiust some nuly naIve and sheltered person, but
I am no babe in the woOdSi I know all about how companies
use sex appeal to sell things, and in case 3, I decide to indulge
mem, thinking of it e.s rewarding the company for its good
taste in women! The chief difference between cases 3 and 4
is tha.t in case 4 I have no. idea that an attempt to manipulate
me is occurring. No.tice thot if the wo.rld comes to be in~ested
with such microchip persuaders, we will all be in the market
for countermeaSUl'es, devices that will detect and disarm the
secret manipulators so that we can maintain our integrity as
rational agents. There is - and has always been - an arms race
between persuaders and their targets Dr intended victims,
and fo.lklo.re is full o.ftales of innocents being taken in by me
blandishments o.f sharp talkers. This folklore is part of the
defense we pass on to our children" so tliat they win beco.me
adept at guarding against it. We don't want our children to
become puppets! If neuroscientists are saying that it is no use
- we are all already puppern, controlled by the environment,
they are making a big, and potentially harmful, mistake.
Magicians know how to do a 'psychological force) to get you
to pick from the deck ('of your own free will') the card mey
want yo.u to take. There are many methods, ali subtle and
hard to detect~ and a really good magician can do it most of
the time. This is a genuine abridgement of your agency, a
rrumipulation that turns you into a tool, a pawn, an extension
of the magician's will, not a free agent. Is the world then just
one all-encompassing magician, psychologically forcing all
our decisions? That is what me illusionist scientists seem
to be·saying, but it's nonsense. It takes real skill to execute
psychological forces, and clumsy attempts are easily identified
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and disanned. ~en you pick a card from a magician's deck
you ought to know about the prospects that your choice is.
being forced, but when you pick Ii seashell off the beach,
you don't (except in bizarre but imaginable scenarios) have
to worry about whether an agent is manipulating you. Of
course there must be something about the shell you pick up
that causes you to pick that one rnrher than another one, but
so what? Either there is a reason (you are looking for bluish
shells that look just like that, or it is particularly beautiful, or it
would make an excellent ashtray for YOUI cigar) or there is no
reason at all, Wld you've allowed a 'random' process to choose
for you, which is itself reasonable if you want to have a shell
in your hand and don't care which one. In none of these cases
is your sense that you are choosing freely- in the sense that
matt~ - threatened.
What we all want, and should want) is that when we act, we
act based on good information about the best options available
to us. If only the environment would cause us to have lots
of timely and relevant true beliefs about what's out there,
and also cause us to act on the most judicious assessment of
that evidence we could achieve! That would give us almost
everything we want as agents - except this: we wouldn't want
the environment to make our best moves too obvious to all the
other agents out there. For then they can exploit us, knowing
too much about what we want and how much we want it. So
add to our wish list me capacity to keep our mought processes
and our decisions to ourselves, even if it means on occasion
choosing our second-best option) just to keep the others off
balance. l5 There is a wealth of evidence that evolution has
endowed us with just these wonderful capacities, not perfectly
of course, but so well that we can, in general, be counted
upon to act responsibly, and hence can reasonably be held
responsible for our actions.

Nothing we have learned from the neurosciences jeopardizes
this kind of free will. Yes, we ha~ learned tbHt under vety
demanding conditionn Dew:oscientists can sometimes 'predict'
wh~l 'random' choice we will make several seconds hence.
This does have a practical implication worth taking to heart!
don't play rock, paper and scissors for money with anybody
when your head is inside an fMRl machine!J6 The fact that
our decisions are events in our brains caused by prior events
in our brains caused by still earlier events, and even the fact
that rhese causal chains are 'in principle' predictable - even if
not predictable in practice} not yet - simply does not have the
implication that free will is an illusion, unless you define free
will in such a way that this follows trivially, in which case the
burden falls on you to show why free will defined that way is
of any interest to anyone but underemployed theologians and
philosophers.
One more trip over the five hunched year old bridge: The
theologians in Erasmus's time were worried about God's
foreknowledge, and God's power (if He chose) to manipulate
the dedsion-IlUlking of His creatures. How this might be done
in practice was of course a mystery) a convenient mystery
in that it allowed theologians to invent all manner of subtle
distinctions that - they could claim with some degree of
persuasiveness - didn't entirely usurp the human being's role
in making choices fOI which they could consider rhemselves
responsible ., We no longer have lhat theologica11uxury; we
are getting to the bottom of the neural mechanisms of human
decision-making) and the standards for scientific argument
are considerably more demanding {han for theology, where
one gets to make up most of the rules as one goes along. If
Luther said that God controlled your will, there was simply
no way of investigating the claim empirically:> a fact that
protected Luther's claimfrom falsification but also made it
easy for his followers to grant him his conclusion and then go
right on believing that in fact they controlled their own will.
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Who could tell? In sha.rp contrast, if OU!' neurosU!'geon tells
you she controls your will, you can easily enough refute her
claim decisively- if you are not ovef"".Vhelmed by the authority
of her white lab coat and fancy apparatus - and, of course,
if she did prove to be right, you'd better hope some friends
of yours can :remove you from her clutches. But until that
imaginable, logically possible but extraordinarily Wllikely state
of neurotechnology is achieved, you can be quite sure that
your free will is not an illusion at all.
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